
 
 

‘THEY BELIEVED IN ME’…  

The view from The Wallich 

Jan Balsdon 

__________________________________________________________ 
 

I work for The Wallich, a homelessness charity in Wales. Our mission is simple: preventing homelessness by getting 

people off the streets, keeping people off the streets, and creating opportunities. We have 64 projects across Wales, 

working with 17 local authorities, around 4,000 service users and numerous corporate partners from the business 

community. We take a solution-focused approach and believe that everyone is the expert in their own life: individuals 

truly know what they need, what works well, how services should be delivered and what improvements need to be 

made.   
  

The key issue underpinning this co-productive approach is ‘Who has the power?’ 

  

I’m challenged quite regularly on this question – this is good, as it means the people asking are starting to understand 

the true meaning of collaborative working and shared power. Co-production is also about reciprocal learning – 

practitioners and commissioners need to acknowledge that having a professional career in a sector does not equal 

ultimate knowledge. But, by working together and combining a practitioner’s skills and a service user’s knowledge, we 

can create great things for our communities. Shared power and shared learning creates a sense of ownership and 

appreciation for ALL stakeholders. 

  

There will always be challenges, professional boundaries concerns and just generally things you didn’t expect when 

working with different stakeholders in a co-produced approach. But they are not barriers, they are challenges. We 

tend to think of a barrier as something that prevents movement or access – a circumstance that keeps people apart. A 

challenge is a call to someone to participate – a call to prove or justify something. Surely, those challenges shared are 

easier to overcome? 

  

In the simplest of terms - how can you solve the problems of those affected, without involving them in 

the solutions...? 

   

This approach might be challenging but it offers massive benefits to all involved, staff and service users. Our recent 

pilot scheme involving service users in the development of the organisation’s ‘Reflect 2 Perfect’ quality assessment 

framework, resulted in five of the 15 participants moving into employment with The Wallich, including Ozzy who tells 

his story here. This approach demonstrates that we believe in people, we value their skills and we are continually 

learning from each other.  

 

Through co-production our organisation is richer, more diverse and better placed to understand the 

needs of the people we support. 

   

And our service users agree: 
  

‘Working together gave me a purpose, a sense of belonging and it was meaningful activity.  Not just that, it 

helped me get off the streets. The Wallich learnt more than me, they learnt how bad it was on the streets, ‘cause 

it was a chance to talk in a different place.’ 
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 ‘Originally, I had no confidence and low self esteem. Even though they kept telling me, I didn’t think I was 

important enough, didn’t think I had the skills. I was on drink and drugs and I didn’t believe in myself.’ 

  

‘When I did get involved, I opened The Wallich’s eyes in a good way, especially now with Reflect 2 Perfect – the 

workers got a foot in. It helped The Wallich to see potential in me – I’m not a lost cause – if you hadn’t grabbed 

me and involved me, perhaps I would have been a lost cause.’ 
  

And, finally, Ozzy’s story: 
 

This is the story of Jonathan Aldridge. He’s usually known as Oz or Middle Oz (an older brother is Big Oz, a younger 

brother is Little Oz). Five years ago Oz had a good job, a wife and two kids (aged 5 and 15), family, friends and a shed-

load of confidence. 

Then his marriage broke up. 

“I took it hard. Ended up in a bedsit and started drinking. Lost my job through the drinking and then I lost my bedsit. Three 

months later I was homeless, sleeping in derelict buildings, under the flyover, on the streets. I stopped seeing my family - couldn’t 

face it.” 

Another street sleeper told him about The Wallich breakfast run and he started to go along on a regular basis. “The 

staff were good – really friendly. They told me about the drop-in centre – you can have something to eat there and get a shower, 

clean up. I didn’t go. I was too proud to accept help.” 

This went on for two years during which Oz overdosed four times. He finally turned to the drop-in centre when he’d 

hit rock bottom – “I couldn’t even see my boy – I was too dirty – disgusting – disgusted with myself.” 

A few months later he started to volunteer at the drop-in centre – helping newcomers and giving them advice and 

support. “I wanted to give something back to The Wallich for having a belief in me. They have belief in everyone who comes 

through the door. Even if people don’t realise it. I eventually trusted that they meant it. They saw the potential in me.” 

A key moment was when Dil, one of the managers, was promoted and had a leaving party and the staff were due to 

go out together to celebrate. As a supported volunteer Oz wasn’t officially supposed to come along, but Dil phoned 

the CEO and got permission – “he wanted me to come – I’m his mate.” 

Over 18 months Oz did 600 hours of volunteering. “It felt good. Helping others. Respected. The Wallich helped me get a 

flat and introduced me to independent budgeting so I could get a regular bus ticket to go and see my boy and my family. They 

were really chuffed.” 

There’s been one set-back on this journey when a family problem led Oz to start drinking again which also meant that 

he stopped volunteering. How did he stop the downward spiral? 

“I felt I’d let the Wallich down – and my family. The Wallich saved my life. I’d be dead if it wasn’t for them. It’s the staff. The 

way they treat you. They believe in you. I didn’t want to go there again so I kicked myself back up. You’ve got to want to take 

responsibility.” 

“I’m proud of the fact that I’ve earned respect. And the staff keep giving me new challenges – like asking me to give a talk at a 

conference. They said there would be 30 people there - there were over 250 people there. Now I do that sort of thing all the 

time.” 

Recently Oz got involved in the ‘Reflect 2 Perfect’ initiative as one of four service-users who made up the core project 

team. Their work resulted in a co-produced set of quality standards called ‘Great Expectations’ which outlines what 

service users can expect from The Wallich, the projects and the staff. Service-users were asked how well staff were 

doing against these new standards. 6% said ‘ok’, 18% said ‘good’, 75% said ‘excellent’. They are now aiming for 100% 

excellence. If Oz’s experience is anything to go by, they’ll achieve that goal. 

Last March, Oz was offered a full-time job with The Wallich. He’s now their Admin Maintenance Assistant – a 

completely new area of work for him and a challenge that he is relishing: “I’m getting more and more confident by the 

day. I told Dil that I’d have his job in a year or two!” 

So how does he feel? 

He filled up... 

“It feels awesome. The family is really chuffed. My boy is over the moon.” 

 

We are on a journey together and it continues… 

__________________________________________________________
Jan is the Head of Community Partnerships at The Wallich, leading the transformation of the charity into a co-produced 

organisation, working in equal partnerships with all stakeholders. Jan has worked for The Wallich since November 2005 and 

brings extensive experience of community learning and development, volunteering, community fundraising and corporate 

engagement. She sits on the Community Partners for the Our Museum programme, which gives opportunities for those from 

disadvantaged communities to volunteer and participate in the delivery of services. She is a proud Job Coach, supporting homeless 

people back into employment. Jan is also a board member of Co-production Wales, an organisation working at all levels to make 

co-production the primary approach to public service commissioning, procurement, design, delivery and evaluation in Wales. 


